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By visiting professor

The College

Israeli policy attackedr

Chronicle

toward peace.
The visiting professor first
poinited to what he called Israel's continued occupati~n
and explotation of the Arab
states." "It is natural for
people living under military
occupation to resent that occupation,"· he asserted.
Elaborating, Abu . - Lughod
stated that contimied Isralie
occupation of lands the Arabs
feel are their own can not
help · but result in "further
conflict.'" He cited a recent
· The Student Senate Book- owned competitive bookstore, A straight 10; 15, or 20 perEgyptian statement whicQ .. asstore Committee has obtained the manager of .Pik-a-Book cent- .discount on all items
serted Arab willingne_ss for a
' a copy of Dick Ward's coo- has indicated that. he would would be used. The Studellt O · e OplC
. peaceful settlement of ~
traet with the .State . College go into competition if he def- Senate Book Exchange could The College H~lth Service Middl~ ~ast q~on if the
Board and will seek analysis 'initely knew )hat students be expanded for USED books will be the topic of a panel Israelies would withdr~w ~m
for the contract's lega,licy. ' , would patronize -oo off-<:ampus ~ would operat;e for a mini- discussion sponsored by the ~ they have occupied smce
967
'To research · the
of · store aoo that there would mum .oL two__w~ all ~ee . Community Forum developed ~~~y war ~: to· Ab
QOOkstore prices the commit- be a profit ~ his· enterprise. · quarters. . rne ; . Comnuttee by the s~h department.
~ v1 AUY, a~1_uu~g ·
. utee has compiled a list of 100 The Comnutt~ after co~ further ,suggests ~t.. text 'fhe . purpose of the panel Lughod, Isralie ~~ . !'11
textbooks . that will be sent sidering several . possibilities books not currently bemg used .is to· "suffice rumors of what fa~ to face -uegotiatiom with
to the Student' Senates of the has · suggested .that "an on- would be sold to a ll$OO book kmds of services· are avail- the ·Arabs is ·also a fa~tor
oth~r State Colleges for com- ca~pus, state . owned inveo- warehouse. i'Wl as ~ Student able to students," Korey Wil- contributing. ~ the maintanpanson purposes. Letters have tory, salaried manager type Senate proJeCt.
·
loughby member of the forum ance ()f hostilities. He charged
been sei:it to a list of. publis1: of store" be· developed. Tiie . The Committee will cootinue . expl~. "It will · provide •the Isralies ~th .~ing the
~ askmg w~at t:tieu- retail store would employ students to . research the pos&bilities students with direct answers." ef~orts of Uru~ Nations appnces are. Tlus . ~ be used (work-study) - for the bulk of of aoother outlet for purchas- Topics discussed will include pom!ed · m~ator . Guooar
to_ co~par! the pu~s~s• re- the .workers. The store would ing books a:nd str~ it will payment
for
prescription Jar_nng to bring a ~ · a ~
tail prices to Ward .s pnces.
handle. Olllly new textbooks, -remaiin open to ideas and sug- drugs, services available for gotiat.ed settlement.
Jamng
_ The Committee feels that paper backs,, and soft goods. gestions.
·
students, birth control, and has mad~ ~ ~ess because
e a co-op bookstort: · (student
·· ·
my other topics which might of Isralie msJStance to run
owned, managed; am staffed)
be introduced by students.
things their own way," Abuwould not be feasible due to
Members of the panel will Lu~ asserted.
problems of capital, location,
·
be Dr. John Schr~k, director Thirdly, Abu-Lughod a~~acka:nd expertise.
of the college Jiealth Service; ~ ~hat hE: c1~ed the comIn the area of a privately
Dr. Neva Gonzale-z from _the ~ g - demal. · by Isra~l. of
.
Health Service· a representa- the nghts of. the Palestinian
tive from the 'st Cloud · Hos- people." He said the denial
WI
By SUSAN KUGLER
to allow students in the teach- pital; a St. Cl~ud pharma- ?.f Palestin.an right;; is the
cist • and Patricia Potter as- heart and essence of the
The new general bulletin ing areas to _get more "flexibil- sis~nt dealll of students '
Middle East struggle.
for SCS will contain a change ity in their majors."
The panel discussio"n is Acco~g to Abu-~ughod,
in degree requirements for
According to Rauch, many open to any interested stu- the Isralies are forcmg out
those students in the teaching students in the teaching pro- dent. ·u will take place Tues- Palestinian nativ_~ to ~ake
•
program.
gram are not given the oppor- day at 7 p m in Brown Hall room for oow citizens. The
In the teaching program tunity to take electives be- A:iditorium: ·
. rationale is simple," he said.
"Contemporary Non - Nar- a student will be required to cause their major program
"If the PalestiniaJll.S are allow-.
_ rative Cinema" is a three- complete the 68 credit General is so rigidly constructed or
- part pr_esentation by film- Education requirement, the programmed. "The graduamaker Jonas Mekas scheduled 40 credit Professional Educa- tion requirement of 192 credit •
for today and tomorrow at tion Core, and a major hours is often exceeded by
. St. Cloud State.
approved by the department. students in the teaching proMekas, who has been called
Previously, in addition to gram. By not requiring a
"the patron saint of the New completing the General Ed minor we hope to get the stuAmerican Cinema" by critic and Education Core require- dents back down to the 192 An opportunity for political
science majors and miinors
Dwight MacDonald, will show ments the student would com- credit level."
his latest film, "Diaries, plete the degree requirements
When looking for a job in to work with a Minnesota
~otes and ketches," at 7 p.m. in one of the following ways: teaching many employers State Legislator for the retoday in Brown Hall Audi- complete an 84 quarter hour would like to see a minor in- mainder of the legislative session is open to sophomores
torium.
field of study; or complete eluded in the students' credenand u,pper classmen.
Subjects of the four-part a major field of 60 quarter tials, according to Rauch, but Intemships offer up to 12
24
epic are fellow film-makers, hours and a minor field of
some students have said they credits with the opportunity
poets and artists and such quarter hours; or complete can get a job without a to view the legislature first
well-known figures as John a major field of 48 quarter minor. "The new change hand during its most active
Lennon and Timothy Leary. hours and a minor field ( or therefore will allow students ten weeks.
Second part of the series, fields) up to 36 quarter hours. to make a choice." They may
Skills in accoumting are deset for 2 p.m. tomorrow in As a result of the new still be encouraged to take sirable for this internship but
Brown Hall Auditorium, will change a minor field of study a minor but because the re- not necessary. For further
feature workd by leading will not be required. Keith quirement has been nullified, information see Mr. McGuire
avant - garde film-makers. Rauch, Director of Admis- the student will choose his in, 116 Stewart Hall.
More short works by new film- sions and Records, said the program with the help of his
makers will be shown at 8 new program has been devised department.
p.m. tomorrow night in the ,
auditorium.
:;:,
Mekas is director of the
Film-Makers' Cinematheque,
the center of underground film
"Volpone," the SCS
-: showings, and heads the
department of thea~
Makers' Cooperative in New
York City. He also is director
,
tre's principle winter
C ~d co-fo~der of Anthol?gy
Mountain, an organizat~on ing program, role playing ses.P r o d u ction, opens
Film Archives, an 9rgamza- started last fall to deal Wlth sions allow the students to
!ion concern~d with prese:v- individuals who have d~g take hypothetical situations _ Wednesday at 8 p.m.
in t h e Performing
mg and showmg great movies problems, has expanded its and discuss the various asof the past.
eme:gency call ~ystem. The pee.ts of handling a situation.
Arts Center. Sim VarHis film "Guns of the Trees" service deals with personal When observing in the phone
ner,
a graduate stu:,, won first prize at the Inter- problem~, the draft, legal room, trainees are asked to
dent from A n o k a,
I'.: national Festival at Poretta i~ormatwn and advice, abor- listen to various phone calls
Terme, Italy, in 1961 and "The hon referral and drug prob- and later comment on how
p I a y s Volpone, the
Brig" was honored at the 1965 lems.
they might handle the problem
fox.
The play will run
Venice Festival. Mekas was
The emergency phone, 253- of the caller.
March
3-6 . and 8-9~
editor of "Film Culture" 3131, is located in Newman . The service seeks additional
See page 4 for story.
magazine for 12 years and Center and · operates from 6 help from approximately 20
wrote a movie column for 16 p.m.-2 a.m.
sources they have contacted.
y~ars .in ~e~ York's "The
The phone volunteers are Examples of the outside con- _
Village V01ce.
listeners not counsellors or tacts are the Mental Health
The cinema showings at St. therapists. The volunteers go Center of the St. Cloud Hos~.Cloud are free and open to through an extensive one week pital and Counseling Services
_ .... the public as part of the col- training process and two at SCS. In the area of abor,J
lege's two-week Fine Arts weeks of observation in the
Festival,
which
continues phone
through March 5.
During the extensive train(conf. on p. ~, co_l. 1)

ed to stay, there will not be
a Jewish state." Abu-Lughod
is a former resident of Pales--

Abrahim Abu-Lughod, noted
author allld Associate Director
of African Studies at Northwestern University has called
for a "constructive and imaginative solution" to the
St. Cloud State, St. Cloud, Minn. 56301
Friday, February 26, 1971 Middle East conflict.
Vol. 47, No. 36
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ Speaking in Stewart · Hall
. Mooday night, Abu-Lughod
attacked Israel on four separate accounts, each of which
ate accountes, each of which
he said is stifling efforts

tiloo.
Lastly, the professor called
the "principles of Isralie state.
hood" basically antagonistic• .
He explained that a111y "exelusive.st" policy, whether referriing to face, color, religion,
or · national origin, has been
"negated by the progressive
movement of humain history." .
Israel present:y limits citizen- _
ship to Jews.
"The Zionists are sam ·
that the Jews, as a community, are so. separate that they ,
should have a separ~ ~ ~:"
. U·

Wards hookstor~

Senate gets ·contract copy Health Service
t

b t ·•

·Ah Lug
· hod ..

area

Mekas_

Bu11·
' e.t·Ill to 1·ncl.u'·de
new reqUI·r·ements

•II

.

give 3-part
presentation

Legislative

h•

Interns tps
available

Moun ta1n
. , expands
•
Film-phone service

room.

Mountain

(cont. on p.-5, col. 5) .
.
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March 1 ·
m:i~will~ -fe=~ta~ .
joint recital March 2 at
Te.D?r . . Michael Janey a~d:
cl~tist Nancy . Ahn will
perf~rm at 8 P-~-. m the Performmg Arts Recital Hall.
Janey .will open_ the program with sel~~ons fro~
the song. ~1ycle The Maid
of the Mill br. Franz Sch~~rt. The musician also will
smg contemporary works by
such composers ~ .Samuel
Barber, Gustav . Holst and
Aaron Copland. Piano accompanist is his wife Jeanne.
Miss Ahn will perform _nine
short contemporary pieces
by ~rench c~~pose~ . Pierre
DubolS and Fantaisie Romantique" by French impressionist J.E. Barat.

·scs:
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About the poll. • • - Says £aculty me1nher
What an unbelievable turn out for the
Chronicle-Student Senate Poll dealing with Intercollegiate Athletics. And what an unbelievable
amount of rumors, question, concern, and angriness developed from the poll.
. For thos~ of you .unfamiliar with the purpose of the polls, may we explain a few things.
First of all, polls are administered to obtain
OPINIONS. They do not constitute an election
or passage of a particular idea.
Too, too many people
asserted that Wednesday's
poll was an attempt to "cut
all funds for Intercollegiate Activities."
Such an accusation was
hastily applied by most of
the pers(:>nS involved with
Intercollegiate sp·orts. Pictures shown here were
taken Wednesday at Halenbeck Hall.
Regardless of the final
tally of the polls, such a
question,!ire was not established to determ i n e
whether we should keep
or cut Intercol l e g i a t e
funds. It was merely designed to get student opinion. It certainly did that!
.
.sec~ndly, there was no "conspiracy" involveq.
m ~irec!mg a poll on the Intercollegiate budget
topic. Smee three columns had previously appeared in the Chronicle and since a member of
Student Activities Committee informed us of a
,!IlOtion which wquld, .in effect, have direct bearmg. on Intercollegiate Activities, we felt such a
poll would be pertinent and appropriate.
We can only confirm our reasoning after
seeing and reading results from the poll.
,!\nyone can contribute ideas for a poll topic.
Previous polls have been suggested by staff
members, student senators, and interested students.
Thirdly, questions for the poll are not
thrown together in five minutes. Factual evidence
is obtained ~ough research. At times, persons
co11tacted durmg the research period suggest possible questions appropriate for the poll.
Fourthly, having pollsters fill in their major
program of study is done for analysis purposes
only: We w~re informed that some physical educa~1on l!laJors .were told to put sociology as
~eir maJor. This · had no bearing on the poll,
it would only have an effect if we were to draw
analogies, grouping the various majors.
H you are sincere in
, ·•
comments placed on poll
forms, you need not disguise your real major.

Fifthly, Atwood was
chosen as the center for
the poll because of the location and the amount of
people utilizing the building. The most diverse
group of people journey
through Atwood during
the day.
Since the poll first was administered from
Atwood, it will be continued to be set up there.
Results from Wednesday's poll will be pub-ijshed in Tuesday's Chronicle. Read the results
and the analysis then re-read this editolial before drawing conclusions <?r making accusations.

Kiehle closing 'unbelievable'

faculty member will rtm his by library persornnel. To enI must comment on the re- own :milnd-library? Do we get sure against overloading of
cent announcement that the to take out forbidden fruits this facility, faculty wanting
library will be closoo for such as' reference volumes?
their books included shall be
four weeks during the spring Does the library seriously required to physically carry
quarter. It should go without think that they are going to them to Atwood. At least this
saying that this is an oobe- get all these materials back way the library will have
lievable action for a college from the faculty before the some control over these volof 10,000 students offering end of the quarter?
umes.
·
cow-ses of instruction extendWe must also consider the - Publish a complete dii.ng up to the graduate level. other facilities that will be rectory of all classrooms on
It also seems unbelievable lost when the library closes. c~pus u,g~ther with the
that the decision for this On a brief survey conducted hours at which these rooms
action was made b-y the col- Monday afternoon (1:30 pm) are free. This informatim is
lege at the the level of the I estimated that there were certainly available at the Of.
President's Council and the approximately 650 seats avail- fice of Academic Affairs. This
Academic. Affairs Council, able for studying students and process ·should be done as a
both bodies whose member- that there was approximately
ship a~J>E;arS to be restricted 33 per cent occu,poocy of these
to admlillStr~tors of the rank seats. What, if ainiythmg, does
of dean or higher.
the administration propose to
One may ask, who was pre- do when these seats ar~ closed
sent to represenit the interes~ out?
_
.
of the students and faculty
In the interests ·of conwhen the decision was rnade structive criticism i will close I can see that good ole st.
to close the libr-ar~ facility with the following suggestions: Cloud State " bombed out"
for more than one third of the - the library administration g · ·
g ·<ls to th ·
session?
should immediately publish a run m re. a•
err conSurely the administration their
.
th t ce:t mat:.eria!. Can see that
1
has known that they had this the ca1::iopV:,gco=unisoty
~gtoa..~::e-timet lHooer, ref~rr_ _..i.. _ __,:i •
mg
u= pas
omecommg
problem for many m\AIIIU~ i:WU Judge whether adequate conert
't
g1_i f
could have provided ample sideration has been given to cone had w!t 1·t ~u tim or
opportunity for those parties the many dislocations that yo~, tw1· ~ e
~
~ •
most affected to participate this must cause.
an
ce JD one , everung ye •
as members of the community
.
. . .
I just couldn't believe that
in shaping the least• pamful - The office of m.stitutional our student activity fund, plus
procedures compatible with resear~h shoul? release what- extra money from each stuthe resources available.
ever ~onnation they have dent's· pocket went to support
Action to be taken by the concermng the number of that deplorable racket I felt
faculty and students, as ·sug- commuting students on cam- as if I'd been hit over the head
gested by the administratioo, pus, offical figures oo library with a brick! The only thing
is to "plan ahead" including ~ge, etc. , so th~t the real that kept me from walking out
checking out any materials nnpact of the closmg may be on Cactus was the fact that I
that may be needed during evaluated.
was hoping that Sugarloaf of
the closed period. Does this - "Little Library" should ' ' G r e en-eyed Lady" fame
~ean that students may check be opened in -one of the larger would be ·better. Their fame
out what they need for four meeting rooms in Atwood at didn't last too long with me, so
weeks?
which the most important re- I leift before I was further agoDoes this mean thaf each ferences may be loaned out nized. I derived more satisfacTo the Editor:

matter of routirrne every quarter.
- Form a coalition of c<mcel"ood students and faculty
to insw-e that the "consumer's
voice" is heard in this matter. I fear that this is one
that the students will have
to do for themselves for I find
most faculty either unwilling
to offend the library admini&tration or simply apathetic.
It is sad but most SCS faculty
can exist for decades without
using the facility themselves.
Peter W. Montgomery
Chemistry Department

Another concert
'bOmb.e d

m:y

Save grass, use walks
To the Editor:
I th.ink something should
be done immediately to stop
the immense disregard that
almost everyone seems to
have for the .beauty of our
campus, particularly the destruction of our lawns. Although students have many
sidewalks at their disposal,
they many times refuse to
use them. They instead choose
to make their own paths by
trampling and killing the
grass, leaving the ground barren and ugly. One such path
starts at the north side door of
Stewart Hall, goes through the
hedge and across the lawn to

the library. Another such path
starts at the same door and
cuts to Garvey Commons.
. Many of these paths have
in the last couple of years
been replaced. by sidewalks,
but these do little to add to
the beauty of the campus. If
with sidewalks continues, soon
the trend of replacing paths
the whole campus will be sitting on one solid slab of hard,
ugly concrete. Is this what
the students want? ~ not,
steps should be taken . unmediately to stop this trend of
making new " shortcut paths"
across the lawns.
For instance, starting spring

Clocks wound wrong
To the Editor:

Due to some of my own
unpleasant experiences and
of many others that I have
. heard of, I feel there is one
· problem in St. Cloud and
· especially on our college campus which needs to be c?rrected. The problem which
I am speaking of is the vari· ances of time amoorg the
clock~ around to w n and
especially on our campus,
~here knowing the p~ecise
. time nearly every hour IS es•
sential.
I .am not ~ g to be ex-

ceptionally entical because

a minute or two wouldn't
really matter (except to teachers), but I have noted some
clocks on campus which vary
as much as eight to ten
minutes from the majority,
which we wi~ assume portray
the correct tnne.
If nobody else Olli campus
ca!"es enough to voice his opinion about a -clock which corustantly runs t~ m~utes .slow,
than nobody, mcluding friends,
teachers, or administrators
should get angry _ or upset
when a person isn't exactly
0011 time.
G.,-y R, G ~

quarter, a campus beautification program could be started.
Bright, colorful signs could
.be put up around campus to
get the attention of the students. They could read "Stop,
you're killing your grass."
Signs such as these would
make the students stop and
think and probably start doing something about it. If
something isn't done soon,
our campus will soon be
~tripped of the little beauty
It has it.
Carol Ashton

UMOC thanks
Supporters
To the Editor:

OU

t'

tioni from the tape recordings
that were played on the long,
and I mean ..:..:i1·culously long,
nu

set-up times - thank God for
those ! !
If this is the be.st we can do,
we might just as well forget
it! As the old saying goes:
"its better to do something
right or not at all." Following
this little piece of advice we
can't afford two or three concerts per year; we :houici 'apply the mone) to o.,e fecent
c On c er t f~Ofl:!- a rep tab-le
source, ood if 1.t costs more
tha~ th~ budget could suI>pOrt,
(~hi~h it actually shoul.qn t as
1 d like to see somethi?~. for
etruCe. f?r my money ) 1 1:tpight
be willing to ~:xpend that, ~xtra
50 to 75 cent~.
.11

µ'

Val Pote

Chronicle
Puhli,hed Tuesclayt: and fridayt:
th,.ugheut the sehool yeor ••·
~pt for wocation period,. Seeoml
don ,...... poid at St. 0.ud,
Mimi. Student- subtcriptiona- token fNNft tho student activity
fvnd. Mail' 1ub,criptien ,ate ii
$2,00 ·per quarter er $5.•00 per
academic year.
Yttr-ilt-<INJ............... 51,a ......
h-•Elter............... S.... .......

11111..... ....,........... l.....
Cliafrliot..-,her............... , ......

~~

Student urges
support for

M-PIRGTo the Editor:

Minnesota Public Interest
Group (M-PIRG)
deserves the support and
cooperation of every student
here at St. Cloud State, as
well as, all of the other •
colleges in Minnesota .
It's easy, just sign the
petition to pay · an extra $1.00
per. ~uarter on . your stude!lt
activity fee.
money. will
be used to hire professional
people to study the problems
facing consumers. If a student
d~s not wish_ to participate,
his money will be refunded
each, quarter.
. ,
Lets rally to a worthwhile
cause!. Dump apathy and support M-PIRG!
Kath MacNall

This year's UMOC was a Research
great success! Alpha Phi
Omega will be able to give
over $1,000 to Project Share.
Without the help of others,
however, this would not be
possible.
I wish to thank all those who
helped make UMOC possible.
I especially want to thank
Alpha Phi for their dance line
and all the organizations who
sponsored candidat.es. But the
big thanks goes to all those
people who contributed their
pennies, nickels, dimes, and
quarters to Project Share.
Thank You.
Al Aspelund
UMOC Chairman

1:hi5
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By JAMES STONE

Chief

Joseph's surrender
speech begins with the simple
sentence: "I am tired of fighting." It ends: "From where
the sun now stands I will fight
no more forever."
The recent film, "Soldier
Blue," is in a sense an enactment of Joseph's powerful
oratory, laced with an overpowering dose of raw violence.
At best, the film is overdone,
and will not be remembered
as a work of art: the acting
is mediocre, the message glaringly obvious, the story line
flimsy. But "Soldier Blue"
is not supposed to be "good"

-,.,

"Soldier Blue"
overstated,
mecli.ocre
(just as Buffy .Sainte-Marie,
who, composed and sings the
title score, is not a "'good"
singer), but rather a tremendously emotional definition -of
the cultural destruction con-comitant with the old and
hackneyed superstition -that
white is might and right.
The film's power, and at
the same time its weakness,
depends on its recreation- of
history as fact, not textual
fantasy.
And the fa~ are morbid.
At Sand Creek, Co1orado, fivehundred Cheyenne men, worn-

en, and children under Spotted Wolf were butchered for
no good reason by seven hundred horse soldiers. And it
is a revelation, surely, to some
members of the film's audienee to learn that the art of
scalping was invented by the
horse soldier, and that the
Indian had infinitely more
to lose than the white in the
grass wars, for it was he who
lost not only land, but wives,
children, horses - in short,
the right to live .as a man, to
define himself.
Soldier Blue had the distinct
advantage of making war to
dispossess the possessor he paid the relatively small
price of losing his life, only
to be replaced by another cannon, another pair of feet, a
new repeating rifle.
It is truly ironic that the
movie opens with the obliteration of a few horse soldiers
by Spotted Wolf's band. Why?
The Cheyenne needed gold
to buy the white man's rifles
from an "unscrupulous" trader - they were forced to fight
the horse soldier on the horse
soldier's terms.
· Who brought smallpox to
the Indian? Who was it cap- tured the great Seminole, Osceola, under a flag of truce?

man, but a ward of the State?
And if the past is not bad
enough, please look at the
present for a moment. The
horse soldier is now very sophisticated his horizons
have expanded, and, ' with no
more savage civiliiations to
bring under heel on his "own"
continent, he moves to another continent full of backward
heathens and proposes to bring
the WORD to their poor, depraved souls while systematically draining their land of
its vitality.
The message of "Soldier
Bl_u e," though it may be overdone, is deadly, crystal clear:
we have continually failed,
as a people and a developing
culture, to formulate and perpetuate humanitarian values
that will ultimately be our
only method of redeeming
ourselves and those whom
we h a v e incorporated into
our ethnic soul. The Cherokee
have a story that describes
the formula to destroy living.
Here is the end of it: "With
the black coffin and the black
. sl~ I have come to cover
you. Now your soul has faded
away. It has ·bec-0me blue.
When darkness comes your
spirit shall grow less ·and
dwindle, never to reappear.

Who was it told the Cherokee

Listen!"

he was a moral pauper, _to
be herded t.o Oklahoma and
live in a barren land? Who
was it broke Crazy· Horse at
the Tongue, after he had brilliantly exposed Custer's egomania? Who was it told the
Indian he was no longer a

Go, and listen to the ominous silence at the ending of
"Soldier Blu.." F-ind out
where the sun has stood, has
stayed{ there was, as Buf.fy
Sainte-Marie has -ooted, a''geoocide basic to · this country's birth."
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Th,ree to he given

One-act plays . rehearsed
.By DONNA MATSON
Rehearsing in a make-shift
studio in the damp basement
of an old house are the three
actors and the director of a
play entitled Rats; In Performing Arts Center classrooms two other student drama groups are working on
their plays.
Rats, Aria da Capo, and
Riders to the Se-a complete
the program of one-act plays
directed by theatre students
to be presented at the experimental Stage II of the Preforming Arts Center March
10-13. All will use a universal
set a thrust stage; simplic· itY'. 'is a common element to
the ·costumes ood settings,

on

.modular stage pieces. Bob Bye,
Becky Engler, Micki McGilligan, Linda Warta, Ron Lorge
am Mike Janey are directing
in this quarter's program,
which gives these students
a chance to experience the
realities of producing a play.
Rats, by Israel Horowitz,
deals with a rat Illailled Jimmy
who lives in a baby crib in
Harlem. Direct.or Ron Lorge
has been working with his cast
in the basement of an old
house, an environment relating to the mood of the play,
in order to break away from
the "sterile atmosphere of
a classroom." Ron explained:
"The play deals mamly with
the idea that the life of a rat

dark chapel, and there was
the center of attention in the
middle of it all, elevated above
a crowd that surrounded him,
on all sides. The altar supported his amplification systern.
The concert roared off to
a start with two fast and fancy
instrumentals, Kottke blazing
away on that 12-string, and
nothing but incredulous faces
before him. His vocals were
beautiful: soft and restrained,
and yet powerful and resonant,
always supported by well-managed guitar.
Kottke's repetoire consists
mainly of blues; but with
enough variety to defy pinning
down any one particular type.
At times, he'd pick up a 6string guitar and rattle off
a soft tune, and then go to his
National steel guitar, and -pick
off a fast number.

le /ling ta1es
by Jean Collins
Innocence Abroad

A strange phenomenon among the many oddities
since World War II was that post-war Germany failed to
reveal any Nazis. Despite the barbarisms known by the
rest of the world, nobody there had heard of them. In the
interest of finding truth-in a world that stops at factwe use ~other recent tactic, the opinion pollster. Let's
follow him down the Kaiserstrasse of a large German cfty
some 25 years ago:
_
Pollster: Gut' morgen, Frau Haus. I wonder if you'll
answer a few questions about the late, unlamented
war.
Frau Haus: Ach, it was terrible! In my own house the
bombs came! Meine kinder . . . the children . . . no
food ... no heat ... That last year was a horror!
Pollster: But your country was at war six years. What
happened the previous five?
Frau Haus: Ah, but then we were winning! We had the
finest luxuries from all Europe-good jobs, overtime.
It was marv . . . not so bad then. But that final year
. . .. how could such a thing happen to us?
Pollster: That's basically what I want to ask you-about
the events leading up to the war. When Hitler came
to power ...
Frau Haus: A madman, that Hitler! How he lied to us!
It was his fault we lost the war.
Pollster: But before that ... When Hitler started riots,
so he could preach law-and-order. When he burned
the Reichstag, so he could b1ame the Communists.
When he began his racist practices, so be could
divide and rule . . .
Frau Haus: Racist? 'There has never been racism in
Germany. I've lived.here all my life and never have

I seen .. .Pollster: But· what about the Jews? The gypsies?
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atrocities?
Frau Haus: Ja-atrocities! Radicals! Schwartzeen . , ,
blacks! Long-hairs!
Pollster: And the Nazi repressions?
Frau Haus: You believe the liberal Communist press?
They're all liars, shiftless, don't want to work . • ,
· Thanks Gott, Hitler b!'Qught us law-and-order.
Pollster: Then you admire Adolf.Hitler?
Frau Haus: ME? Admire HITLER? Oh, no, I'm not a
Nazi! He was a terrible man-awful!. It was his
fault we lost the war.
Pollster: Let's get back to the earlier happenings. Starting with his declaration that Jews weren't first-class
citizensr allowing them only menial jobs, the segregation, polarizing people against. each other, wiretaps, breaking into homes without knocking. Then
the confiscation of property, concentration camps,
eventually the gas ovens-and then your own national
disaster:
Frau Haus: Listen, Herr Pollster! It's all a bunch of
Communist lies. You g_o after the Russians-they're
your enemies, not us! We never had discrimination
in our country. We treated them like our own children! Why, some of my best maids were .. .
Pollster: But the meticulous records that were found?
All the dead bodies in the camps?
Frau Haus: Those cowards! For years they lived off the
welfare of the German people. When we had no food,
no shelter with all the bombings, where were theythose pseudo-intellectuals, those impudent snobs.
those bums? They were getting fed every day ia
those labor camps. They had a roof over their heads.
heat ... Who do you think paid for it? We Taxpay..
ers! No wonder they committed suicide when th,I
Allies came. They knew their easy life was finished.
Pollster: What about the Nazi invasion of so much oi
Europe? Poland, France, Belgium, Holland, Norway ...
Frau Haus: MY country never invaded anywhere! The:,
invited us. We were committed. I remember when
that famous Norwegian leader, Herr . .. Quisling
... asked us to come. If we hadn't defended ourselves in those countries, WE would have been invaded. Our national security was at stake!
Pollster: Frau Haus, if your country was so innocent
in the events leading to your defeat, why do you
think it all happened?
Frau Haus: Ach , Herr Pollster, how I wish I knew!

dead shepherds lying on the
stage. Direct.or Mike Janey
explained the play as being highly stylized: "The cast is
finding
m a n y interesting
things to. do." His use of symbolic costwnes, tights and
white - face make - up, will
strengthen the themes in this
allegorical story.
.
Riders to the Sea, Irish
playwright John Mellington
Syi!lige's tragedy of the early
1900's is a study in realism
of a mother's grief. "The main
theme is the sea· there is really no conflict.
woman loses
her men - husballlds sons
- to the sea," com~ented
director Linda Warta. · "It's
very simple. I think it's beautiful, poetic. The mother · expresses the theme of the play
whoo she comments on her
existence as a time when the
young people die and leave
Aside from his ability to
the old behi!lld."
pick along with the greats,
Kottke is equally adept on
slide guitar, giving the National a wild, funky sound,
and making the 12-string growl
and jump around. ·
He wrapped up round one
with what could be termed
his "hit" record, "Put Salt
in my Wounds". Other definite
A soon to be introduced bill
crowd pleasers i n c 1 u d e d
which would ban the use of
"Vaseline Machine Gun') and
ndln - returooble cans and bot" Eight Miles High".
tles througr.out Mirmesota will
Kottke wound up the concert
have the active support of the
to a standing ovation, and
College Republicans of Minwalked out of Newman Cennesota, Deem Urdahl, a SCS
ter loved by all. He put in a
student and First Vice-Chairvirtually flawless performman of the statewide group
ance, and gave the audience
announced Tuesday.
an experience to remember.
He was simply fantastic.
The bill, which will probably
Those who missed this concert
be introduced to the State
(and there weren't many)
Legislature sometime next
should never let the occassion
week by Senator Bob Brown,
Leo Kottke
pass again.
a Stillwater Conservative,
Roger Sctraffausen photo
parallels the life of a hum.an.
It takes place where most peopie are living as rats."
Aria da Capo is a farce by
Edna St. Vi.ncoot Millay wi-t h
its anti-war theme presented
in a play-within-a-play. It begilns with an a ~ scene in
which the characters Pierrot
and Columbine are seated at
a banquet table when they
are interrupted by a play-a
tragedy. The play dep:cts two
shepherds who kill each oth~r
over the walls they have ~ t
between each other. After this
soonario ends, Pierrot and
Columbirue ironically begin
their scene .again, complaining
that they can't do a harlequinnade or a farce with two

Crowd welcomes Kottke
By BILL MAR~US
The concert was set to start
at 8 p.m. By 7 p.m. , in the
Newman Center Church, it
was already standing-roomonly. By 7:30, the place was
. so packed, no one could get
in the doors .
Who would have believed
that all these people would
turn out to listen to a St. Cloud
State alumnus sing and play
his guitar? Leo Kottke deserves such a turn out.
Sitting behind a 12-string
guitar and three microphones,
amidst a Veritable sea of
humanity, Kottke
literally
amazed every pair of ears
in the place, displaying the
virtuoUsity of a truly talented
professional.
The scene was unlike anything I have ever seen. Four
overhead lights shone down
over the altar in the otherwise

f'age 3

Group favors ban
will have the support of ~
student lobbyiests from St.
Johml's Umversity, the College
of St. Benedicts, and St. Cloud
State. Urdahl said the students
will probably lobby in St. Paul
on Tuesday.
Urdahl said the Republican
organization is also working
to have nonreturnables ball!Iled
from campuses, and that SCS
college Republicans will soon
begin work to have the St.
Cloud City Cowell ban the
sale of such articl~ io the
city itself.
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Hosts and Hostesses
vote standard change
By CHRISTINE LAZARZ

A shortage of qualified students prompted the College
Hosts and Hostesses, an honorary organization, to lower its
ter.
On Feb. 4, members voted
to change the constitution to
read, "A member must have
a 2.25 honor point ratio (HPR)
and a minimum of 64 credits." Prior to the change,
the requirements were a 2.5
and a minimum of 84 credits,
Allen Cooper, co-chairman,
said in an interview today.
"Some of the members felt
that the requirements were
too steep," Cooper said.
The purpose of the organization is to provide "outstanding · students" to serve as official representatives of the college during functions involving public attendance. How:
ever, not enough men qualified urider the former requirements, Cooper said.
The organization's constitution states that 50 men and

FREE

50 women may serve as hosts
and hostesses. There are less
than 15 men and 33 women
presently serving as hosts and
hostesses, a c c o r d i n g to
Cooper. The change in requirements is expected to give
more students, especially men,
an opportunity to join.
"It's an honor to be asked
to join," Cooper said. An invitation to become a college host
or hostess means that a student is being recognized for
his or her involvement in campus activities, Cooper said.
"Students invited to join
seem to feel that it does mean
something to them to be
asked. Very seldom do we
have someone who doesn't
accept our invitation," Cooper
said.
Changing the
standards
should not change the status
of the organization, Cooper
said. Just as standards and
modes are lowered or changed
to serve society better; standards set by small organizations have to be scaled down,
too, when doing so will make
the group more functional.
A 2.25 is above the college
average, Cooper said, and a
student who can maintain that
HPR in addition to being

actively involved on campus
deserves recognition.
New members are nominated and voted upon by present members spring quarter.
Throughout the year, invitations are sent out to fill vacancies left by student teachers
or graduated seniors.
Members host or hostess
at concerts, lectures, and recitals sponsored by the college.
Hostesses often serve refreshments following these functions. Hosts are asked to park
cars, and both tour visitors
that come to the St. Cloud
campus.
Dr. Shirley Schrader, of the
music department, serves as
adviser to the gorup. Serving
under her are two co-chairmen, Cooper and Klea Brewton, elected by the members,
who contact, organize, and
direct the activiµes of the
members.
"Being a host or · hostess
gives a person a chance to
meet people through serving
them," Cooper said. "Being
a host myself has made me
more aware of the cultural
events offered to the student
body and the public on our
campus."

Preying on Volpone's wealth are torvino, the raven, Volpone, the vulture, and Corbaccio,
the crow, in this scene from the winter Stage I _theatre production opening Wednesday
at St. Cloud State.

p Iay set

•

Ill

'Sin City'

"Sin City" to a 16th Cen- and pretends to be extremely
tury Englishman was ·that ill in an attempt to defraud
wicked, conupt haven of Ven- three hypocritical frieruds. All
ice. "What better place," the while these three friends,
Ben Jonson
must have · plus a pesky servant and a
thought, "to set my classic half-dotty Englishwomain all
satire on material greed!" have their eyes on Volpone's
In any case, it takes little estate. The plc,,t centers around
effort of the imagination to the conspirator's schemes .to
transfer the scene to any outwit, outdupe and outsmart
locale or time (even a 20th each other - the result is
Century college campus) for a hilarious time for the audiMiss Cole spent several the human characteristics ence as they overhear the
years in London and Paris satirized are timeless.
schemes and watch the antics
gathering material for her · Volpone is ex~mely rich of these fraudulent rasc'als.
interpretation. She presented
the show in Paris originally
and since then has toured
France, England, Switzerland - - - - - - - - - - and the United States.

Gertrude Stein at SCS

CONFIDENTIAL

Literature!

Gertrude Stein will come
to life at St. Cloud State
Monday through a presentation of her works by Chicago
actress and painter Nancy
Cole.
"Gertrude Stein's Gertrude
Stein," a one-woman show
based on material from the
famous American expatriate,
is scheduled for 8 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Recital Hall.
Part of the college's Fine Arts
Festival, the performance is
free and open to the public.
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This year the campus lab
school initiated a program
for handicapped c _h i 1 d r e n
which is the only one of its
kind in the state. Under the
new set-up, the comprehensive
area of special learning and
behavior problems does away
with distinct classifications
such as mentally retarded and
orthopedically handicapped.
In this program the emphasis is on the child as a person
rather than on his handicap.
It is hoped that the arrangement will reduce the stigma
of labeling and more effectively meet the individual
needs of each child.
All children now receiving
special help at the lab school
started off the school year
in a
r.egular classroom.
Teachers who felt that a student would benefit from additional provisions referred him
to the director of the special
education program for diag-

cJft!~a:t~ ~e ~~::r~1:~
program is also facilitated
by the lab school's grouping
and assessment techniques.
Placement is by units which
contain overlaps in grade
levels, · and assessments are
handled through periodic written reports rather than by
grades.
"It's wonderful," said special education instructor .Mike
Leigh, "to ·see a child called
a child rather than a retardate, for instance. We're trying " he said "to meet the
'
' •
.
needs of the children mstead
of adapting them to the
school"
·
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(cont. on p. 5, col. 1)
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Talks stress. relevancy

Gertrude Stein moved to
Paris in 1903 and in the 1920's
by Peggy Johnson
and 1930's became prominent
as an influence on the socalled "lost generation" of Last Wednesday night four
American writers and artists. economists met on Sixth Avenu e in St. Cloud; Paul
McCracken, John Kenneth
Galbraith, Milton Friedman,
and Walter Hellar. The evening started off with an argument over priorities, price
stabilization, full employment,
aind ended with the promise to
nostic evaluation. In view of meet this week for a return
the test results and their own engagement
experiences with the child,
The evening w a s actually
a team of teachers then de- one of the "~tudent-faculty"
cided whether to place the discussions which ar~ held evchild in the regul_a r classroom ery quarter for all mterested
and-or provide him with small students. The economists were
group · or individualized in- impersonated by Car: Folkstruction.
erts, Allen Larsen, Clare Wes-
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Volpone

Student-Facuity

SCS Lab school
. ped
MEN'S h eIps hand}Cap
ALL ABOUT

Volpone's author, Ben Jonson is best lrnown as an artist
of the "Comedy of Humours: '
It had been believed si!llce
andent times that physical,
menltal and moral dispositions
in men were caused by
humours - vapors given off
by the four chief liquids in
the human body - blood,
phlegm, yellow bile and black
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peo~le par~cipa~ ~ the dis·
cuss1on which e~~ the
student-~cher relationship to
~ rel~ed normal atmosphere
m an mstructor's home.
T _h e student-faculty discussion groups were formed
last q~arter under tJ:te Honors
<:::ouncil. _Dr. Pa~ Gilbert, assJStll?t vie~ president for acadermc affarrs and the hea~ of
the honors p~ogran_i, explained
that the discussion ~~mps
were ~ormed to "facilitate
somethin!g people would wa111t
to dO an a "
yw Y·
Last fall, invitations were
sent to faculty members asking them to hold discussioo
groups in their homes on a
subject of their choosing. Dr.
Gilbert suggested that this
structure would give the faculty an opportunity to discuss
subjects that they were interested in but not necessarily expertise in.
·
Previous discussions indud-

ed topics such as visitilrug Eu- question each other and the

rope, psychic phenomena and students. No one person plays

par a-psychology, o cc u 1 t,
sea:nces, and the Jea1rnne Dixon
phenomena. Some instructors
volunteered for areas in their
fields such as Radio and Television or the Middle East
struggle.
Twelve instructors voluntoored for discussion groups
last fall and six have shown
enthusiasm for this quarter.
Topic outlines and meeting
dates aire posted on the academic affairs bulletini board
and all students and faculty
members are invited to sign
up
·

60 students
participated

Sixty students participated
during fall quarter with 40 of
those being honor students. Although the object of the discussion is to stimulate academic thought without the
battle ax of grades hangilng
over the student's head, the
discussions also accomplish a
personal result. 0 n e student
participant commented, "This
way you realize teachers are
really people."
-Gilbert expla.iJned that the
living room meetings are de.
. .
.
s1gned to eliminate barners of
hierarchy. Including other faculty members adds to the i&
formality and keeps the faculty
on their toes. The real lack in
the classroom, Gilbert said, is
the absence of another experienced questioner. In class the
teacher can hand the student
an opinion with a multitude of
facts. In the discussion group,
the other faculty, although not
of the same bac~@'ound, may

teacher with the oth.eirs playing students.
The economics discussion
was especially interesting, ace o r d in g to some students
present, since the faculty represented clifferent economists
a 'Ill d a n s w e r e d questions
accordingly. The students were
as k e d to question the "experts" on such relevant top~ s
as inflation, unemployment,
the cost of the Vietnam war,
and a111y other economic COlllnected problem.
Many students felt that the
discussion was successful and
highly interesting. One stud~
wished that all her classes---.
w e r e 1 i k e that. Another
claimed she never learned as
much in class as she learned
at the discussion period. Most
of the students had little background in economics at all but
still enjoyed the Qpportunity t.6meet with economists.

Problems
The discusssion programs
have had some problesm. At
times, students do mt show up
or sign up for certain topics.
This quarte\ the a:;culJri~
sponse ~as ow f · . n •.c::.
blames time as a actor m 1,u,.;
arti • ti
b t h f ls th t
P ciha on, u ~ ee
~
somew ere on
c:mpus
~ere must. be J>e?~Ie w o ~
m~r~ted m political, social,
:eligious, o~ any other mearurngful questions.
Even with the problems that
face the program, Gilbert
promises that if there is alll'Y
response at all to the progrt.':m,
he would try establish the pn,.,.. -gram again for uext quarter.
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Ahu-Lughod-------

Satire often misunderstood
'

(cont. from p.

Smith relates experiences
By PEGGY JOHNSON

Communicato.r 's Day featured Minneapolis Tribune
columnist · Robert T. Smith,
who spoke to a sardine
packed audience at Newman
Terrace.
In his column which appeared last Sunday, Smith
reviewed the play "Murder
in the Classroom", which was
presented as part of Student
Right's Week. Smith said the
play was "lousy. The acting
was terrible. The staging was
ludicrous. But the idea was
great; a creative effort at student protest."
At a reception following his
talk at Newman, one student
asked Smith if he had trouble
with the establishment when
he rocked boats. He said that
humor is the best weapon
against the establishment.
Smith cited examples from
his column where he had handled touchy subjects with satire.
One woman who was not
only anti-sex education but
also anti-sex, wrote him a letter to ·complain about a
column written. Smith used
the letter in a future column
but the woman took him seriously and missed the satire
completely. He finally com-

Volpone - - (cont. from p. 4)
bile. When a person's humours
were not bala:rnced, a disordered physical or mental state
resulted.
In Volpone, all but two of
the characters have "humours
problems." The outcome of
their humour imbalar.ces results in a gniawing, all-coinsuming greed.
The audience is advised to
extract what fun it can from
this jet-propelled satire running March 3-6, 8 and 9 in
Stage I of the Performing
Arts Building. Those who expect a classical play to be
pretty and sweet or dry and
bor1,.1g alI'e in for a surprise.
Although JoiI1S01I11's interntion
is to teach the audience a
lesson about the folly of greed,
his sermoIII' s technique is a
million miles from the pulpitpounding principle. He shows
us that vice, like virtue, meets
its just rewards. And since
the play has no virtuous characters, the rewards at the end
consist of a series of juicy,
sadistic
ptmishmen,ts.
0f
course, said Tyrone Guthrie
in describing Volpone, "these
pll.nlishments make for better
entertainment. Everyone likes
to see Punch knocking hell
out of Judy, throwing the
babies about and finally get~
ting hung." Those who would
rather see Little Eva carried
aloft by hefty-chorus ladies
with white wmgs are advised
to steer clear of 00 evenilf11g
of Volpone's rollicking good
fun.
Tickets for Volpone are
on sale now at the box office.
in the lobby of the Performing Arts Building. Students
may purchase tickets free
with their fee statements.

municated the satire to her
in an anti-sex education meeting which he attended. At this
point the woman started panpleting PTA's against Robert
T. Smith. Smith retaliated
by helping the woman out by
printing her pamphlet which
called him a druhlc, in his
column. He hasn't heard from
her since.
The columnist stressed that
humor always accomplished
more than the sledge hammer
attacks. There are always the
possibilities of mis-interpretation though; and Smith mentioned a few. He wrote a column last year which dealt
with a grocer from Chaska
who attended a socialist meeting at the University of Minnesota and later suffered the
consequences consisting of
harassment by the people of
Chaska. In his column, Smith
thanked the people of that
community for saving the United States government from
the grocer.
Smith mentioned that he
had uncovered the secret plans
to take over Chaska, Carver
County, Minneapolis, and then
the world. The columnist
added a final paragraph · to

insur,e the effect of the satire
and said that the grocer had
abandoned a plan to send Russian nuclear submarines up
the Mississippi because -of the
pollution factor.
From this column, Smith
received 11 letters .praising
him for exposing the criminal
and one call from a legislator
who informed him of the impossibility of nuclear submarines in the Mississippi.
A second satire that was
misread appeared during the
election campaigns last fall.
The article dealt with the television campaigns which pictured the candidates swimming in lakes and strolling
through the park with their
families. Smith had a nightmare in -which, confused by
the lack of issues, he voted for
Wendall Head and Hubert
MacGregor. Ten people wrote
him explaining that he had
gotten the- names mixed up.
Smith cited communication
or "the lack of it, and quality
of life or the lack of it"
one of the problems this country faces. He mentioned a
former General Electric president who was commenting.
that he would have_ to retire

try. They view their relation- Abu-Lughod said that iln
ship with the Gentiles as one Israel's view, conquest of terof cootinual conflict - this in- ritory, although denounced by
vites cOOllflict." Abu-Lughod irnternatiooal law, is still valid.
the next year, and he did not said.
The Isralie solution to the Paleven know how to fish.
estinian problem is for the
The former Time reporter He further explained that Palestinians to merely oversaid that this is a fine example siince 1967, "Israel has ac- throw the present Jordanian
showing that Americans do complished the possession of government and re-name the
not know how to live. "We 1 million 200 thousanc Pales-- country the "Palestilrnian Jor. ·
" This , he sai"d ,. pu ts danian Republic." He called
are too caught up in our afflu- tllllalllS.
ence - the cause of our hectic the Isralies in conflict with the idea "very dangerous."
life." But Smith sees hope in both Arab states from which Asked what the present situthe youthfull generation. He the land was taken and the ation of Israel and its inhabicited examples of students people who occupy those tance would ht, had the Arabs
who help the retarded and lands. "Israel has never offer- won the 1967 war, Abu-Lughod
blind in Minneapolis. He hoped ed to discuss anythlinig with replied that the Jews i,n Israel
that the idealism continued the Palestinian peo,ple, be- would be unaffected, but that
after graduation but often cause that would indicate to the state itself would become
wondered if the youth would the rest of the world that those - secular, with no "second class
be"sucked intot he establish- people are still there," · he citizens."
added.
ment.''

"
a day
keeps the
doctor away"

as

It start~d out as Jive love stories.·

It _didn't end th t way. ·

.I: .

HUG.E & WILD DISCOUNTS !
STEREO RECORDS & TAPES

~0.YANCANNON ·RICHAROCRENNA

THI STUDENT STORE
P.O. IOX 6_4
HDONDO IEACH, CALIFORNIA
· 90277

7:15 & 9:15

7 ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS FOR
· "LOVE STORY".INCL.
I

"Best Picture. Best Actor
Best Actress"

3rd

Record Week!
7:00 & 9: 10 P.M.

Ali Mac&_
raw ~ Ryan O'fleal"

Behind every : • .
"successful" man is an
·understanding woman .. ;_
or·two .•. ~ t~ree! ·

ELLIOTT GOULD
"I LOVE MY...
WIFE"

.

-;: GENE HACKMAN · CARROLL O'CONNOR
i/ AACHEL·ROBERTS ·JANICE RULE
.. ,DIANA.SANOS-CARA WILLIAMS

s,EEDY SUYICE • SEND FOi YOUR FREE LIST,.

IN A DAVID L. WOLPER Production

European nomads: The most
economical way to Europe
next summer. 5th consecutiw
yr. Write: European Odyssey,
Winsted, Mn. 55395. ·
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They're
learning

fast.
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Husl{_ies lose
to Winona

Mountain--(cont. from p. 1)
tion referral, the Mountain
volunteers refer students to
a phone number and agency
that can give the direct referral for an abortion.

If a student shows serious
problems that the Mountain
volunteer feels warrants psychiatric care he will try to
· direct the student to a mutual
feeling, showing his ·need for
special care.
A speakers bureau has been
organized to circulate drug
information to the schools,
community, and to those who
may be · interested in procuring drug information.
Lynne Nuessle, a supervisor for the phone room and
a training director, feels there
has been a good student response to the service but
would like to emphasize the
vast problematic areas open
to those who wish to use the ·
service.

The SCS Men's Fencing Club team captured the first place trophy at the tournament
last Saturday at the University of Minnesota-Duluth. Five other teams were entered in
the tourney. Two members of the Learn demonstrate above.
Greg JohMon photo
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Wanted: reporters

UMOC crowne,d

I

I

p,,.y.

..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Hall
crowned
Ugliest McKinley
as UMOC cat:didate
for MitchGregwas
Nelson
of Sher~oo
who ;gathered
~5.30
Man

Oill'

Campus

by

Sara ell Hall.

::,3!,
t~~~M::cs'~ !!c7! Pete N?ll who represented
Ian Wednesday in Eastman Alpha Phi collected $59.64 to

G,ary's
·Campus Stereo

Hall

·
become seco:?1cl runner-up for
· ~
ted
otes Ugly Man.
1
11
N~son co ec
25,~, v ,
(-$250.02) to become this year s
$613.29 was collected by the
Ugly Man.
12 UMOC candidates in this
year's fund-raising drive acco::ding to Al Aspehnl, UMOC
chairman from Alpha Phi
Omega service fraternity on
campus. Profits from the
UMOC
"Mystics"
dance
amounted to $510.10.

r---------.
lf YOU'VE GOT
THE BREAD.,..

TAKE A
LOOK AT .••

Jumping off to an early lead
of 19-4, Winona hung on to defeat visiting St. Cloud, 73-63,
Tuesday in the battle for
.second place in the NIC cage
race.
The win gives the Warriors
The win gives the Warriors
a 7-3 season log and qualifies
them for postseason NAIA
District 13 play. SCS's record
dropped to 6-5.
Coach Noel Olso on Hhtfsuekies said afterwards: "We
had a poor first half defensively but came back strong
in the second. With the help
oi some technical fouls by
them fOI' going after the refs
and an all-out effort by us,
we almost pulled it out.
"When playing catch-up ball
you have to get the breaks,
but we didn't. We had a couple
of turnovers when we got close
that really broke it open. They
proved they, deserved · second
and a playoff shot."
Trailing 41-26 at the half,
the locals crune to within 64~! with 3:15 left 1o
1lut

As Ugle Man winner, Nel·soc, a sophomore from Cry-

stal, .received a gold UMOC
pin at Wednesday's dance.
Sherburne Hall, Nelson's s~.sor, received the traveling
lour-foot Ugly Man Tropl!y.

,

Tue St. Cloud State hockey
.team dropped their final game
of the year S-~ to St. Mary's
last Thursday to give them
their best record in several
years-1(}.7.
"Playing without indoor ice
hampered St. Cloud's program
the past few years," said
Coach Charles Basch, "but
we were able to play several
games at indoor arenas this
season and it contributed a
great deal to our moderate
success."
·
The Huskies may be able
to play in a proposed city ice
arena next season. Although
final approval has not been

only $3.98!

III
OAKS Ill is not for every college student, not everyone can swing the rent.
But if you're looking for a new roost
·:i•,d can afford it ... OAKS Ill is for you!

And you don't have to
· eeze your frass,

located close to campus-no more
parking problems or tickets-each
apartment has two bedrooms, a
study, fully equipped kitch.en, large,
living area, and more than enough
off-sir.eel parking.

WE'RE RIGHT ACROSS IHE
STREET FROM CASE HALL

We're not trying to put you on. W
wont you fo stop by and see for
yourself all of the advantages OAKS
Ill ha s to offer.

{The Ugly Grey House)
507 3rd Ave. South
New Hours: 5-9 p.'.m.·Mon.-Fri.
and 12~4 p.nr. Sat.

granted for its construction, it
is expected soon.
If it goes through, "our
program ·is bound to prosper/'
said Basch._
.
.
'The Hus1?es los_e six semors
to graduation this year,
several o! the top playe~ will
~ returmng n~t year, mcludmg the fo~o~:
.,_,
John . Fitzsimmons, sopho~1ore ~mg, ~ho led ~ .t eam
m sco~mg with ~5 pomts (12 ""'
goals and 13 assists).
Bob Ethen, freshman wing
w~o was ~cond in scoring
with 20 pomts (10 goals and
10 assists).
.
Kerry McKnight, sohpomore
goalie who allowed only 38
goals and registered 383 saves
in 14 games.
The six seniors are Paul
Oberstar, Wally Grant, Phil
Pascuzzi, Fred W a h l e r s
(capt.), Dan Cooper, and
Jerry Moore.

h?t

iiit lilt .

s3o _and Up.

Custom made 8 track tapes

Box score: Winona (FGFT-TP)-Besonen
(5,4-4,14),
Bay (1, 1-3, 3), Protsmal!.
(7, 2-7, 16), Young (11, 3-8,
2.5) , Ochs (0, 0-0, 0), .Jaborsky
( 3, 0-l, 6), Beckley Cl, 0-0, 2),
Urbach (2, 3-4, 7). Totals
30, 13-27 , 73.
St. Cloud-Wilson (8, 9-11,
25 ), Barott (1, 1-1, 3), Nordgren (4, 0-0, 8), Kelly (4, 23, 10), Laager (.3., 0-3, 6), Doe
(3, 1-1, 7), Brenden (1, 0-0,
2), Weinzierl (1, 0-0, 2). Totals
2.5, 13-19, 63. Total foulsSC-25, W-17. Fouled outBarott.

Pucksters drop
fin ale·· finish I 0-7

Used Stereo Equipment

Latest Record .Selections
at a 25% discount,
like GEORGE · HARRISON $8.98
· Sugarloaf or Cactu_s $3.7 4
and Chicago Ill $7.48

the Warriors reeled off nine
straight points to put the contest out of reach. The winners,
who were outshot 44-42 per
cent from the field and 6848 per cent on freethrows, held
a 55-39 rebounding edge.
Frosh Roscoe Young paced
Winona with 16 caroms and
25 points. Steve Protsman
added 16 and Don Besonen
14. George Wilson had 25 and
Bob Kelly 10 for St. Cloud.

So, if you've got it .. . spend it for
better Hving at OAKS Ill.
Make on appointment today by
calling 253-4422 or contact:

Steve Flaherty

Apt. # 16
OAKS Ill
1515-6th Ave. So.

St. Cloud, Minnesota
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Playing this Saturday
February 27 - 8: 30- 12: 30

,r,
~~

·t'';}

The "saloon on fifth avenue" would lii<e to show you what
we think you wold like in a saloon. Relax in beautiful
atmosphere. Come down and enjoy the ...

GRAND
MANTEL
BAR

"Saloon" on fifth ave.

l HiW l\llD Of
l1£1liii& Bi1Hlllit

-···- •··••
Distributed by

Bill's Beverage Co.
St. Cloud, Minn.
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-In Tuesday night action

Page]

l{eglettes

Four teams extend string

to. howl

Badminton
team ends
season

Financial Aid

All applications for Financial Aid for Summer Sessions 1971 and the 1971-72 Academic year should be turned
in by Monday at 4:30 p.m.

KENT STATE

The campus CAMPUS callintheGuard?
score: 4 students
Hereiswhattruly
dead, 11 wounded.
happened - and
NowPulitzerPrize
why. Including
winnerJamesMich~
pffrtrait-s of key
ener reconstructs, hour people· who have reby hour, the eventsthat mained obscure - until
led to the bloody climax: now. Condensed from
He answers such ques- Michener'sforthcoming
tions as: ,vere outside book. One of 41 articles
agitatots involved in the & features in the March
riot?Wasitnecessaryto READER'S DIGEST

UNDER
FIRE

OPEN SUNDAY
Noon Till 5

PIK~A-BOOK STORE
23 So. 7th Ave. 253-1145

Dance to Live Music

_· ftlJ

PDIIIIOIIJ!tfS'lllftT

Nicollet t,, ~

· ~

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Night

ClubAlmar
Pool tournaments on Wed. night.
Beer and Set-uos served.
Located at St. Augusta
Y.z mile_off Hwy. 152

..,
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birthday Peppermint Patti, view at above address April
Christian Science
GTU
College Bowl
and Love, Charlie Brown.
3, 12:00 Noon.
The Christian Science organi- GTU will hold a meeting The final College Bowl
guitar players for new rock HEY TO~TS, get off 7:!lY back!
ROOMS
zation will meet every Thurs- March 2 at 8 p.m. in the rounds for the championship
group now forming Call Bob VARLAN S lushmobile does CA air ·• conditioned ·housing day morning at 8:30 in At- Penney room, Atwood.
will take place Sunday in the
251-8778.
·
it ~gain at Mississippi Looge! for girls. Spring and summer wood 151.
SCSCSCC
Civic Penney Room of Atwood
WANTED TO RENT for Bnng your own g~!
252-3348 after 3.
Phi Mu Alpha ·
Th SCSCSCC · h ld"
at 2 p.m.
·
I nqmre
·
. e rally tomorrow.
. 15 0 mgThe
a
Co
spring ·and summer apt. near TWINK sleep on . it' the dog· CA WOMEN housmg.
Phi Mu Alpha ui ·sponsor- rught
. mpet·mg i·n the event
. C are
campus on 3rd, 4th, 5th Ave.. HAPPY 21st Annie - D.Y.G. 626 6th S. 252-9226.
ing an original composition Monte Cloudo rally will start Sticks and ~ton~s, Hill- ase,
252-9641 Terry.
. HI KATH, Dou~, and Pe~r. GIR~S NEEDED to share recital. All media is eligible at Apollo High School with and last years wmner Stearns
1 MALE passenger to go to I'm g~mna wnte ~metime mobile ho~e. $1~ ea. qtr. and acceptable in the recital. registratio
. n at 7:30 p.m.
Hall.
Daytona Beach .spring break. soon, ID the m~time, you Transportation available 251- For further information con.Trip includes rolind ·trip tr~., could seDd a few lines!...Sue. 3172.
tact Doug Kloss at 252-7644.
Gamma Delta
8 days lodging on the beach,
ATY~NTION
. RM. TO SHARE with 1 girl,
F-S Comm·,ttee
. A representative from Moun,,_
and many extras at modest ANYONE seeing colored spar- kitchen· and lounge facilities.
tain, the drug answering serprice; 4 girls to · every . guy :rows c~ :252~7175. ,
.
· 398 3rd Ave. So: 251-5125.
. Applications are now being vice on campus, will speak t~:~e~n\ru:i~alfr!~~~:
on bus, Call 2485: .
: . . . COM.E 1-fEAR Roger Van tell WANTED: 2 girls board rooms taken · for the fo~owing -stu- at 8 p.lil. on Monday.
dent cheeks for the first time·
F.RIARS ,. COV~~T ,Garden h?w - he got off c;trugs. Mon. - exchange _ light housekeeping dent-faculty ,committees: Stus ·
· - B ketb II
last week. Previously students
Theatre Pr?rluctions · looking. mte, 8 P: m.. cl~f09~ C New- duties. - Sauk Rapids .252-2289. dent .~vities Com~ttee. Inas . a
. did not find 7 deduction for
for aggressive capable hard man Center. . _
VACANCY: , Women close to tercollegiate Athletics, . PubThe SCS Huskies play their
working Manage~, Salesman NEE~ DATE for :aair-: need· coUege. · Kitchen.·.· laundry, lications, Curriculll:111 Counci!, l~t NIC gam~ tomorrow at withholding but still were oblito handle ticket. sal~ ~n· ca.m- girl 5,'.2" or sh9~ ?> .accom- · 1ounge Z52-4876.
~ Health Se1;V1ce. Appli- 7 •30 p.m. agamst the .Sou~- ~!~ A~r!t!s. taxes on this ~
pus full _or J>a;t· ~ bas1S .• ··pat):y)ne on Fn;- ¥;:u-. 5 Call APT. for . rent 4 irls avail. cations can be picked up~ wes~ Mustangs. The game will
.Prefer · -~p~~in~~ . or , older . B4:>b ' ~t ~1~33, leave name spring .q tr. 25 3
returned to t}le ~twood m~m be m Halenbeck Hall.
In preparing for · a new
~t~dent _ a~tive ID. student _af- and .number.
. ...
ROOMS, 4 girls, spring qtr. desk. ~~st~ons . concernmg
Apocalypse .
policy of the business office,
fairs . . .Wnte P>vent Gardens LOST: 1 pair glasses. brown 506 Sth Ave , So 252_1949 after these positions can be answer- David Boise from the New to pay students bi-weekly the
a~ . 724 4th Av~. So. Mpls. frames, black case, reward. 5 p.m. Ron:
ed by ~ny student sen~tor or York Coffeehouse Circuit will wrong tax tables were used
givJ.1?,g full expenence. an9 cur- 255-2415.
.
- .
.
m
or 4 by calling Greg Manmng at be performing tonight and for the withholding rates. Most
3
rent activities, or call between BUS TRIP to Daytona Beach LARG.E (~~~ roont '. gl f r 253-3457.
tomorrow night.
students should not have de.,,.,10
. ·· .
. women w.w re
SID Y o
d ti
th ·
h ks
9 and 1 p.m. dailY a t 332-.,_,
. Safan Motel important orgam- te he ) . 11 251_1721 between
M~rketing Club
IVCF
uc ons on eir pay c ec
R~DE to Colorado for 2 girls, zational meeting Tues. Mar. 5 :d ~- ca
All members are invited Tomorrow at l:30 p.m. is since the checks are not that ~
will share expenses. Call 252- 2, . 7:00 p.m. Atw~ 146 ·
. _
to sign up for the bus trip to the workshop for the Dep team much.
7399
· ·
Eyeryone a~end, b~g.. your VACANCY: Boys, spr .. qtr. 252- Minneapolis to tour Pil~bury . in the Civic room. At 6:30 p.m.
Steps are now being taken
RIDERS, 2 or 3, to Florida: fnend - still 2 openings.
2134.
..
·
and Hamms. · We will _· also tomorrow we will leave from to alleviate the problem with
Call 25&-3594 between 6-8 p.m. 1st FORMAL meeting ,of t~e 'ROOMS for women, 327 4th meet executives from each Garvey for the Becker Youth the hope that bi-weekly checks
MALE roommate, whole house, St. ~l9ud State ~omens Lib- Ave. So. Call Sue 251-7404 or company. The tour is sche- Rally and at 6:30 p.m. on Sun- can go into effect as soon as
$40 a ·month 253-3390.
eratl(m,· group will be March Mary 253-3'179.
· duled for March 2.
day we will leave for Milaca. possible.
1· MALE to. share 3 bedroom 4th at ·7~00 in the Rud Room CA WOMENS h · g In ·
7:1:a:a:1m:a::a::1m:a::a::1m:a::s:s:m'-'U:S:S:D:1a:s:a::a::1=i4
.trailer with 2 others 253-1974. in Atwood Center. The speakous~l-0314quire
APPLY FOR TEACHER
ti
Si
i
Si ssssssssssssssssssss
2 MALE student teachers for ers will be: Nancy Etrebe and 702 4th Ave. So.
.
·
EDUCATION
WANTED
EXPERIENCED drum

Taxes withheld

i-89 f

spring qtr. to share spacious
modern 2 bdrm. apt. with 2
Robbinsdale teachers. Full access to cooking facilities, carpeted apt. sauna and pool,
very reasonable. Contact me
immediately if you'll student
teach in or around Robbinsdale. J . Gindele, 3040 Sumter
Ave. No. 11, Crystal, Minn.
55427, 546-4632.
PERSONAL
SHAWN BREDE we have your

brain.
DEAR CANDY hoping-chest
Happy belated 20th, Your
roomie , another hoper. Di.
MARV got one Sat. - a headache.
2 DECADES with the world
and 4 months with me. Happy

Dr. Mary Craik. A discussion
period will follow. All women
are welcome.
TYPING themes etc. in my
home. 252-1813.
.
AL TE RATIONS and repair
of men and women's clothing,
123 18th Ave. i:~o. Phone 2522204.
DO TYPING call 251-2619 after
5:30 or on weekends.
NEARLY WEDS! See your
ring leader - Feiler Jewelers.
WILL DO typing. Call Rita
252-5745 after 5 p.m.
SUMMER .CAMP .EMPLOYment. Experienced campers
write or call Land of Lakes
Girl Scout Council, 400 E. St.
Germain, (252-2952) for application. Director will inter-

'

CA HOU.SING for girls close

to campus 251-9177 ·
· FOR SALE
SKI BOOTS, 1 pr. men's like
new, make offer. Call Jack
252-5828.
SKI BOOTS, 11½ Humanic,
tree, and poles. Good cond.
252-2757.
SKIIS, Kneissl Blue Star, 2
yrs. old plus bindings 2522757.
SKI BOOTS, Lange, size 10,
1 yr. old. $75. Call Jim 2512299.
SKIIS, boots, poles like new,
cheap! Call 3360. Must sell.
HEAD 205's, Lange STD size
9, Scott poles, Marker bindings, Uvex goggles. Call 2531751 after 12 noon.

Students may apply for
Teacher Education on March
4 1971 at 9 or 10 a.m. in the
Busine;s Building, Room 119.
It is important that you be
on time and bring a pen or
pencil.
Chi Alpha

EVERY DAY LOW, LOW PRICES

Chi Alpha will meet in classroom "C" of the Newman Center on Monday at 8 p.m.

327-Sth Ave. So., St. Cloud

WESTERN
TEACHERS EXCHANGE
SINCE 1919
-Minnesota-

-MIDWEST, WEST, ALASKA-CANADA, HA WAIiAii Levels-All Fields
and
NATIONWIDE
College Placements
We think the teacher surplus is highly exagerated for those who can consider lea ving the T. C. area. You
will have a vacancy list individually tailored to your
needs the instant you register with us. Contact
us-and take a look. Open Sat. 'ti] noon.
Come, call or write
Registered Placement Counselor

CECELIA GOSLIN, MGR.

'\ /J
Nevv brew for the ·new breed.

Western Teachers Exch.
215 Plymouth Bldg., Mpls. 332-8604
Member of N.A. T.A.
Mpls. Chamber of Commerce

